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1. Screw the bell into the threaded hole

2. Switch on the transmitter

3. Switch on the receiver. You must wait until the blue LED stay fixed.

4. Connect headphones / speakers into receiver

5. Choose how to use your eKuore:

FIRST STEPSINDEX

1

2 TRANSMITTER

3 RECEIVER

4

use WITH smartphone

use WITHOUT smartphone

Before starting using eKuore, remmember to charge both 
devices (transmitter and receiver) for at least 2 hours.
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1. Follow the            “ First steps ”

2. On the receiver, select audio device mode

3. You are ready to start auscultating without smartphone

          How to adjust the sound?

USE WITHOUT SMARTPHONE
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1. Download eKuore application from APP Store or Google Play.  Open it.

2. Follow the           “ First steps ”

3. Connect the receiver into your smartphone or tablet.

4. On the receiver, select smartphone mode

5. You are ready to start auscultating using the application:

USE WITH SMARTPHONE

   APP  Android     APP  iOS
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ANDROID
application
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With eKuore APP you will can:

      •  Use the stethoscope with your smartphone

         •  Apply different filters

         •  Record the auscultation with your mobile

       •  Edit and share the recordings

THE APPLICATION

When opening the application, an explanatory animation will come 
up. From the moment you connect the receiver, the animation will 
disappear and it start to monitor the sound.

       ANDROID VERSION

Your operating system should be Android 4.0 or higher. 
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FILTROS 

      Heart: 
Strengthen cardiac sounds and  
diminish the lungs’ sounds.

       Lung: 
Strengthen lung sounds  an 
diminish the cardiac sounds.
   

        None:
Strengthen both sounds.

ZOOM   ( 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 )
It  means the auscultation 
seconds that are represented 
on the phonocardiogram .

HEART RATE (BPM)
It calculate the pulsations per 

minute in real-time.

IMPORTANT: 
For calculation it is necessary that 

the heart icon “pumps” to the rithm 
of s1 y s2 during about 10 seconds.

RECORDING BUTTON 
It allows to record the auscultarion 
in real-time. You can choose the 
duration of the recording (default 
30 seconds)

BOTÓN DE MENÚ
Despliega el menú de la aplicación

PHONOCARDIOGRAM
Graphic representation 

of the auscultation

INTERFACE
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MONITOR
Auscultation screen in real-time

RECORDING HISTORY
Menu in which are registered the recorded auscultations

EQUALIZER
Adjusting the heart and lungs’ volume

SETTINGS
It allows to adjust different parameters of the app

HELP
Redirected to web with more information

SEND COMMENTS
Send a message to our technical department 

.

SIDE MENU
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MULTIPLE SELECTION
You can select several tracks to listen or edit it.

RECORDING HISTORY
Screen in which are registered the recorded auscultations

You can tap on any track to listen or edit it.

RECORDINGS
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RECORDINGS   -   EDITION SCREEN

OPTIONS
Share image or image and audio track.
Delete

SHARE   (Bluetooth, email..)

ZOOM
You can enlarge the phonogram with the 
fingers.

SAVE 

PLAY TRACK

RENAME

EDITION BAR
Moving the end points you can select an 
interval to listen and save it.
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EQUALIZER

EQUALIZER eKuore
Slide to srength heart or lung 
sounds.

ADVANCED OPTIONS
You can adjust advanced 
parameters of the filters: 
frequencies etc.
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SETTINGS

APPLICATION SETTINGS

You can changethe duration of the recording. 
The app  records 30 seconds by default.

Choose if you want to keep  the screen on.

It indicates the version installed.
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HELP

It redirects you to our web site where you can 
find more useful information, video tutorials, etc.
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You can send us an email indicating your eKuore’s 
serial number and your comments or inicdents.

We will answer you as soon as possible and we 
will be glad to help you.

SEND COMMENTS
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iOS
application
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With eKuore APP you will can:

      •  Use the stethoscope with your smartphone 

       •  Apply different filters

         •  Record the auscultation with your mobile

       •  Edit and share the recordings 

iOS APPLICATION

When opening the application, an explanatory animation will come 
up. From the moment you connect the receiver, the animation will 
disappear and it start to monitor the sound.

       iOS VERSION

Your mobile’s operating system should be iOS 7.1 or higher. 
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FILTERS

• Heart: 
Strengthen cardiac sounds and  
diminish the lungs’ sounds.

• Lung: 
Strengthen lung sounds  an 
diminish the cardiac sounds.

• None:
Strengthen both sounds.

HEART RATE (BPM)
It calculate the pulsations per 

minute in real-time.

IMPORTANT: 
For calculation it is necessary that 

the heart icon “pumps” to the rithm 
of s1 y s2 during about 10 seconds.

RECORDING HISTORY 
Menu in which are registered the 
recorded auscultations.

RECORDING BUTTON 
It allows to record the auscultarion 
in real-time. You can choose the 
duration of the recording (default 
30 seconds)

MONITOR MENU
Auscultation screen 

in real-time

PHONOCARDIOGRAM
Graphic representation 

of the auscultation

INTERFACE
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RECORDINGS

RECORDING HISTORY
Menu in which are registered the recorded auscultations.

Tap on any audio track to listen or edit it. 
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RECORDINGS -  EDITION SCREEN

REMOVE 

SHARE (Bluetooth, email..)

PLAY RECORDING

EDIT

At the bottom will appear edition bar. 
Moving the end points you can select 
an interval to listen and save it.

RENAME

Tap on the title to edit the audio track’s name.

ZOOM

You can enlarge the phonogram 
with the fingers.
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HEADPHONES

1. Reduce background noise adjusting the sensitivity, pressing + or - buttons.

SPEAKERS

1. If you use it for the fist time,  turn down the speakers’ volume to a minium.

2. If it includes bass control, put it between the middle and the maxium.

3. Stand at a distance of at least 1 meter to avoid background noise.

4. Tap the bell’s membrane to test the sound.

5. In case of not sound enough, turn slightly the volume up.

6. Repit steps 3 and 4 until the sound is optimal and there isn’t audio feedback.

TROUBLESHOOTING

ADJUST THE SOUND

In order to hear the auscultation more clearly, first record the 
sound with your mobile phone and then listen it with speakers.
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1. There is audio feedback

2. I listen a lot of background noise

3. Heat beating sounds very low or I can’t hear it

4. Sound cuts off

5. I record background noise instead of the auscultation

6. Application detects that the receiver connects and disconnects

7. There is no differences when applying filters

8. I can’t see the beats per minute.

FAQ
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1. Adjust the speakers’ volume to the room where we are going to use it.

2. Starting by a low volume, tap the bell’s membrane.

3. Then, raise slowly the volume untill get the suitable volume.

1. THERE IS AUDIO FEEDBACK

 IMPORTANT

• The stethoscope should be at least 1 meter away and preferably not facing towards speakers.

• Speakers must meet minimum requirements:

Minimum speakers:   Power 20W. Frequency response 50Hz-20KHz

Recommended speakers:  Bass control. Power 100W. Frequency response 20Hz-20KHz

min max min max
VOLUME VOLUME
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ARE YOU USING MOBILE PHONE?

  NO      Adjust the sound on the receiver before auscultating.

              See how

 YES     Press button  “ - ”  on the receiver 

              untill you obtain a graphic similar 

    to a line.

               See video tutorial

2. I LISTEN A LOT OF BACKGROUND NOISE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YK51PLSq-jA


3. HEAT BEATING SOUNDS VERY LOW OR I CAN’T HEAR IT

1.  ARE YOU USING MOBILE PHONE?         

2.  THIS DOES NOT WORK?  Turn up the receiver’s volume

3.  STILL NOT WORKING             Click here

          IMPORTANT

•  Heartbeat escuchadocan not be listened by the phone’s speakers while auscultating.

•  Phone’s speakers provide low quality reproduction for listen sounds with low frequencies, 

    such as heart and lung.

YES      Turn up the mobile’s volume 

NO     Select “audio device mode” on the receiver
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HEADPHONES

1. Reduce background noise adjusting the sensitivity, pressing + or - buttons.

SPEAKERS

1. If you use it for the fist time,  turn down the speakers’ volume to a minium.

2. If it includes bass control, put it between the middle and the maxium.

3. Stand at a distance of at least 1 meter to avoid background noise.

4. Tap the bell’s membrane to test the sound.

5. In case of not sound enough, turn slightly the volume up.

6. Repit steps 3 and 4 until the sound is optimal and there isn’t audio feedback.

eKuore works properly to 2 meters distance, however it is recommended to avoid obstacles between the 

transmitter and the receiver (patients, custommers, metals and other objects...)

If you can not avoid some of this obstacles, try to handle the stethoscope by its top and leave free the bottom in 

order to maximize the emission power..

4.   SOUND CUTS SOFF
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THE PROBLEM        Your phone is taking the mobile’s microphone as audio input.

THE SOLUTION     

5. I RECORD BACKGROUND NOISE INSTEAD OF THE AUSCULTATION 

First, open the APP and then connect the receiver. Make sure that is properly connected. Avoid cases.

   •   If it still does not work, it is possible that your mobile’s audio input doesn’t have microphone or it doesn’t meet the 
        standard CTIA and you will need an adapter for using the device.  In this case, contact us to solve the problem.

10 click 10 click

1.  Remove the receiver from the mobile phone

2.  On the receiver, press the symbol +  to increase the sesitivity at least 10 times

3.  Connect it again to the mobie phone (Remmember to have selected “smartphone mode”)

4.  If you are seeing a signal very strong and amplified, everything is going well

4. Adjust again the sensitivity pressing the symbol - at least 10 times to return to its inicial state
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This occurs because your mobile is using a GPRS conexion. 

To solve it, put your mobile on airplane mode.

6. APPLICATION DETECTS THAT THE RECEIVER 
    CONNECTS AND DISCONNECTS
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That occurs because you have selected the “audio device mode” on the receiver and the sound can’t be 

processed by the mobile phone. To solve it, please, change the receiver working mode to “smartphone”.

7. THERE IS NO DIFFERENCES WHEN APPLYING FILTERS
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1. Heart symbol “pumps” to the beat of S1 and S2 when it is properly located.

2. Avoid background sound that interfere with the sound registration.

3. Increase or decrease the receiver’s sensitivity untill achieve optimal sound.

8. I CAN’T SEE THE BEATS PER MINUTE.

          PROFESSIONAL ADVICE

  Wet the treatment area to compact the fur and reduce the friction noises.
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If you have any problem do not hesitate 
to contact us or visiting our web site.

www.kukupia.com

961 156 738

info@kukupia.com

kukupia

@kukupia




